
- EURO 2000 -

Before I start with my predictions I'd like to tell you a little what I think. Holland are my favorites and like always the team closest to my heart, followed by Sweden. I have put some money on Holland and also on Portugal who may come far if they just play smarter and as a team, and Norway who are very good if they don't play too defensive. The odds were quite high on those teams. I believe in Kluivert as the top scorer but as the odds are so very low on him I have my money on my #1 favorite Bergkamp and on Inzaghi who I really like.
Okey, this is how it works. Team1-Team2 Prediction. The first comment is before the match. The result and men of the match are just what is says, typed in after the match. The second comment are my final comments after the match has been played. Please send me comments, questions or whatever and enjoy my bollocks :)...


ROUND ONE


Belgium-Sweden 0-1

Comment: Belgium is along with Yugoslavia the team I feel most uncertain about. They have good players and have performed well lately, but still, something make me disbelieve in their success. Also, they'll have a great deal of pressure on their shoulders while Sweden will not. I think Belgium will start off good but fail to score and get frustrated. Sweden will take advantage of that and win the match, or at least get tied. A very important match for both teams.

Result: 2-1

Men of the match: Mpenza (Belgium), K. Andersson (Sweden) and Staelens (Belgium).

Comment: Disgusting start of the Euro 2k for Sweden. I don't think they played any worse than Belgium but instead were very unlucky both with the chances and the referee. Also Mpenza's goal could be hand-ball. Something very negative about the Swedish way of playing was the stupid coaching with Jörgen - who must be one of the most overrated players in Swedish history - in the opening eleven and Ljungberg not in the centre of midfield. Belgium didn't really impress me and I still have a bit of hope for Sweden. They only need to play a bit smarter and take care of their chances, and be better in defense as they use to be, which will be difficult without Patrik Andersson against Turkey.


Turkey-Italy 1-1

Comment: Both Turkey and Italy have been playing a little bit uneven and the match feels very difficult to predict. An easy tip would be to put your money on Italy, but naah... I believe in Turkey. I've seen some of their matches lately and know how strong they are. Still, their temper and morale isn't the best. I think if Turkey manage to play good the match will be tied. But if Italy suddenly comes back to old form they will win and win it big. However, I don't really believe in Italy. If Turkey lose this match I don't think they'll make it to the quarterfinals.

Result: 1-2

Men of the match: Fiore (Italy), Totti (Italy) and Maldini (Italy).

Comment: Italy was back in the old form I think. Fiore was great in midfield together with Conte and Totti and that was exactly what they needed. Turkey was precisly as good as I thought they would be - great technique and skill but no real organization and smart play. Sükür was totally out of the game and Turkey's offensive play wasn't very good. Best in Turkey was the midfielders. The game could have ended 1-3 or even 1-4, even though it looked to finish tied at 1-1. Inzaghi's penalty was very good acting so Turkey were unlucky with the result anyway.


France-Denmark 2-1 (Guest-tip by Stanley 3-0)

Comment: France is a little bit underestimated I think, at least here in Sweden. Denmark hasn't impressed me really and I don't think they're close to as good as they were in the WC 98. France will dominate the match and win safely, even if only one goal will make the difference.

Result: 3-0

Men of the match: Zidane (France), Henry (France) and Thuram (France).

Comment: Denmark started off quite good but one could soon see the difference in quality of the teams. Zidane played outstanding and Denmark seemed to have no weapon against him. This group looks totally impossible for Denmark and they should be glad if they end up with one point. France played their normal game but were more happy to score than they use to. By far the most one-sided match yet.


Holland-Czech republic 2-0 (Guest-tip by Stanley 1-2)

Comment: Holland usually starts off a tournament nervously, something I don't think will happen this time. If it happens I believe the game will end tie. The Czech's have a great team I think will battle with France for the second quarterfinal-place. Holland will show their strength directly in the tournament. Goals scored by Kluivert and Hooijdonk.

Result: 1-0

Men of the match: Nedved (Czech republic), Van der Sar (Holland) and Koller (Czech republic).

Comment: Holland were sooo lucky. They deserved to lose in the end, even though their first half was good but without too many great chances. A typical opening match by Holland which made me extremely nervous at times. Strange coaching by Rijkaard - very late Overmars, no Hooijdonk and the Stam-matter was really strange. They didn't play much as a team and some players seemed to lack both self confidence and motivation. Bergkamp and Stam were good, the rest wasn't. I wish Czech republic better luck next time.

 
Germany-Romania: 2-1

Comment: Germany isn't as strong as they use to be and the same goes for Romania. They're old and slow. Still I believe Hagi will play great and motivate the team a bit more to help them stay in the match at least for a while. Germany will be the better team and win secure even though the result may look otherwise. Ilie will score, so will Bierhoff on some typical header. Perhaps Jeremies will score too, he's cool and ugly...

Result: 1-1

Men of the match: Hagi (Romania), Scholl (Germany) and Babbel (Germany).

Comment: Romania was better than I thought. Smart passing and team spirit can get one far. Germany didn't play good and I was surely hoping for Romania to win the match. My hope vanished when Hagi left the field, his master-passes was fantastic to see. Moldovan's miss was terribly clumsy. Germany must play a lot better or they will not last for long in this tournament.


Portugal-England 2-2

Comment: Portugal are cool and I really hope they win. The big question is if their great midfield can get help from good strikers, which doesn't seem likely for some reason. They'll get a lot of chances and miss a lot, but still score twice. England is underrated and will be very motivated, every player will play with their heart. I think this will be the best and most entertaining match yet. England will be a bit better but Portugal will be lucky and get tied. It all depends on the Portugese fowards.

Result: 3-2

Men of the match: Rui Costa (Portugal), Figo (Portugal) and Beckham (England).

Comment: Wheee :)... The match was even better than I thought, both teams showing great skill, especially Portugal. The question about the forwards got answered - Nuno Gomes was great and so was the very offensive midfielder Pinto. Figo and Rui Costa showed their class - outstanding. England didn't play as good as they can and will improve until the next match, believe me. Very entertaining match with worthy winners.


Spain-Norway 2-0

Comment: Another strange tip by me... I believe in Norway and I believe they will perform good in this match, but that they'll be very unlucky. Spain will score twice while Norway will have the possesion and try to score but fail. If not, I think the match will end 2-2. Great match even though it may not be a very offensive kind of football.

Result: 0-1

Men of the match: Mykland (Norway), Iversen (Norway) and Salgado (Spain).

Comment: Smart play by Norway who made Spain play their worst soccer for a long time. The organization and team spirit paid off. Spain must play a lot smarter to live up to all expectations they have, and they can't come far with nothing but technique. No creativity and no speed at all, Guardiola failed miserably as the midfield-general he use to be. It looks pretty good for my money-bets I think ;)...


Yugoslavia-Slovenia 3-1

Comment: Difficult match to predict. Yugoslavia is a better team and have way better players, and I think it will show in the result. The question is if the organization and team spirit will be visible in Yugoslavia. Slovenia will play truly by their hearts and perhaps do something unexpected. Goals by Zahovic, Mijatovic, Stankovic and some defender, perhaps Mihajlovic on a freekick?

Result: 3-3

Men of the match: Zahovic (Slovenia), Milosevic (Yugoslavia) and Drulovic (Yugoslavia).

Comment: Wow, was I impressed by Slovenia! They sure played by their hearts which gave them 3-0! Then when the very bad Mihajlovic was given a red card everything changed and Yugoslavia came back into the match. Strange, oh yes. A great example of how important it is to play as a team and to play as good as you possibly can. To play with the heart. More good players were Stojkovic and two players in Slovenia I've forgot the names of (will update later). Probably Slovenia's only point in this group, and perhaps Yugoslavia's too... 



ROUND TWO


Italy-Belgium 3-1

Comment: Hmmm... difficult match to predict. I think Belgium will start with confidence and so will Italy. I think there is a difference in quality of the teams and I hope it will show. Belgium were lucky against Sweden while Italy played very good against Turkey. Mpenza and Strupar/Nilis aren't too dangerous for the stars in the Italian defence. They shouldn't score more than once at most. Italian goals scored by Totti, Del Piero and Inzaghi. Could also end with a little less goals but I still believe it will be won by Italy.

Result: 2-0

Men of the match: Toldo (Italy), Cannavaro (Italy) and Wilmots (Belgium).

Comment: Kind of what I expected. Italy played smart and didn't let Belgium into the match. Great defence. Toldo was superb in the goal, always standing in the right 
position to grab the ball easily. More good players were Totti, Zambrotta, Nesta and Fiore.


Sweden-Turkey 2-0

Comment: Both teams have to win and I think the intensity will be very high. I don't believe Turkey is organized enough to play a team like Sweden. Also they will have problems against K. Andersson in the air. If only the Swedish coaches do their job - put Ljungberg in the middle and Larsson as forward instead of Pettersson - Sweden have big chances of winning.

Result: 0-0

Men of the match: Mellberg (Sweden), Sundgren (Sweden) and Ljungberg (Sweden).

Comment: Very boring football. Sweden were the better team but still played awful. Stupid coaching once again, replacing Larsson with a midfielder and letting Pettersson try again were both foolish decisions I think. Probably Pettersson's best match ever anyway. Both teams looks to be out of the tournament and as it is now - both of them deserves it.


Czech republic-France 2-2

Comment: This match will really be something. The battle for the second quarterfinal-place in group D after Holland. I must say I enjoy watching both these teams and that I'd like to see both of them in the end, but well... The match can go either way. I believe the Czech's will play more with their heart than the French, but that France is a too good team to take three points from. Well, you never know. The Czech's have to take Zidane out of the match, something Denmark totally failed doing and hence lost 0-3. The team playing best as a team will win this match.

Result: 1-2

Men of the match: Henry (France), Poborsky (Czech republic) and Thuram (France).

Comment: Great match I think. France was better but the Czech's were unlucky once again. Another header in the bar by Koller for example. On the other hand their penalty should have been a freekick. The Czech's took care of Zidane way better than Denmark did, still, he played pretty good. Many good players in this match, for example Vieira, Nedved and Repka.

Denmark-Holland 1-4

Comment: I believe in lots of goals in this match, most of them Dutch. The teams are uncomparable in quality and I think Denmark will be chanceless. I hope, and believe, that this will be the match were Holland starts looking like Holland, playing great football. Dutch goals scored by Kluivert, Davids, Kluivert and finally Hooijdonk if he gets the chance to play which I really hope. Three assists by Bergkamp.

Result: 0-3

Men of the match: Bergkamp (Holland), Reiziger (Holland) and Konterman (Holland).

Comment: I was really worried after the first half. Denmark was playing good and Holland looked like their last match - good but uneffective and not very smart. Then suddenly my boys started playing some Dutch soccer and even started scoring. A very good second half I want to see many upcoming half's like. And when can I please see Hooijdonk? Let's also hope that Seedorf takes Zenden's place. I'm proud to be dutch! Oh, I'm not? Well, anyway... I will be.


Romania-Portugal 1-3

Comment: Portugal will continue playing attractive football and keep on gaining new fans around Europe. Romania doesn't have much to fight with, some average players and the great but slow Hagi isn't enough against a team like Portugal. Their midfield will keep on impressing and I hope their forwards will too. Anything else than three points for Portugal would be a surprise.

Result: 0-1

Men of the match: Rui Costa (Portugal), Hagi (Romania) and Ilie (Romania).

Comment: Sooooooo lucky, Portugal! Boring match with uneffective play as usual, Portugal looked exactly like they have done through the qualifying. Romania impressed me once again. Hagi was good again too, a bit worse than last time but still good. Romania have done good in this championship even though they probably will not get through to the next round.


England-Germany 2-2

Comment: I think England will be the better team but be a bit unlucky. If not, they'll win. They are motivated and wants vindication now after their defeat against Portugal. Germany hasn't played very well so far but I believe they will improve a bit, even though Bierhoff has left them. High intensity and a pretty tough match I think, probably resulting in a couple of yellow cards and even a red one. McManaman, Owen, Jancker and Jeremis will score.

Result: 1-0

Men of the match: Campbell (England), Scholl (Germany) and Shearer (England).

Comment: Ehrm, my tip sucked. I also forgot that McManaman was injured, which looked to be very bad for the English play in the beginning. Intense match - battle - with 
very few good chances. I think England played good and smart and deserved to win. A disasterous tournament for Germany, especially as they will lose their last match 
too.


Slovenia-Spain 1-3

Comment: Slovenia has nothing to lose really. When the Euro 2000 started, Spain was along with Holland considered favorites while Slovenia was considered the worst team in the tournament. Now Spain has made foold of themselves losing to Norway and Slovenia almost the opposite. I think the match will start with equal good teams, Slovenia will score after a while and then suddenly Spain will come alive and show their class. A must-win for Spain.

Result: 1-2

Men of the match: Raúl (Spain), Aranzabal (Spain) and Mendieta (Spain).

Comment: Slovenia keeps impressing while Spain sure doesn't. Pretty good match with a better Spain than the last time, still not far from how good they should be. Their four changes before this match looked to be smart, and I hope they will keep those players on the pitch the next match too. Also their keeper Canizares was better than Molina, but wouldn't it be cooler to see Casillas?


Norway-Yugoslavia 1-1

Comment: I believe Norway will be a little coward this match. One point is enough for them when facing Slovenia the last round. If not, I believe they will win. Yugoslavia is too unorganized and too based on individual performances. Will be an interesting match to see, and probably a good match as well, it all depends on how tactical Norway will be. Perhaps the first time so far one of my three teams won't get three points? :)

Result: 0-1

Men of the match: Stojkovic (Yugoslavia), Milosevic (Yugoslavia) and Mykland (Norway).

Comment: Norway sure was tactically coward. A very nice match I think even if there only was one goal. Yugoslavia was far better than in the last match and now looks to be really dangerous. Stojkovic played totally fantastic. I hope Yugoslavia will get through to the next round, taking Spain's place. Norway will win against Slovenia and perhaps win the group.


ROUND THREE


Italy-Sweden 1-1

Comment: The last round is here - the final battle for the next round promotion. Sweden have a chance - if they beat Italy with bigger numbers than Turkey beat Belgium they are through. But if they play like they have the last two matches they surely won't stand a chance against a team like Italy. K. Andersson, one of Sweden's best player these two matches, is injured, and so is Roland Nilsson. Not to mention Schwarz and all those who got injured before the tournament begun. Italy on the other hand is already through and hence this match is meaningless for them. I'll say like this: If the stupid Swedish coaches let Jörgen Pettersson play from start (or even play) I from the bottom of my heart hope they will lose with 0-10 or so. But if they instead let Osmanovski play together with Larsson and with Ljungberg in the middle I believe they have a chance and really hope they'll get through. Go Sweden (no, I'm still Dutch, anyway...)!!!

Result: 2-1

Men of the match: Svensson (Sweden), Larsson (Sweden) and Mild (Sweden).

Comment: The coaches did what I told them too, unfortunately though, it wasn't good enough. Sweden were the better team but couldn't score, as always nowadays with 
the newly recovered Larsson. I think Italy will go far in the tournament, semifinal for sure, perhaps final and maybe even win. They're really strong...


Turkey-Belgium 1-1

Comment: Those Euro 2000 organization-idiots have planned this match to be played at the same time as Italy-Sweden. That suck. Well, I hope I'll be able to see both of them anyway. I believe Turkey badly wants to show the world that they are good, and because of that will be very motivated and play good soccer. Still I believe Belgium is a better team and as they also need to win they have to play good as well. It feels like this match can go either way. Very intense match and probably a pleasure to watch.

Result: 2-0

Men of the match: N/A. Hakan Sükür (Turkey)?

Comment: Couldn't watch this match. Judging from highlights it looked like Hakan Sükür was the hero and that Turkey was the better team.


Portugal-Germany N/A

Comment: N/A

Result: 3-0

Men of the match: N/A. Conceicao (Portugal)?

Comment: Same here... Germany was a disasterous disappointment, that's for certain.


Slovenia-Norway N/A

Comment: N/A

Result: 2-0

Men of the match: N/A.

Comment: Ehrm, no, didn't see it... argh... Bad thing my Norway is out of the tournament. Well, if they're that coward and play for a tie with Slovenia they're worth it.


Yugoslavia-Spain N/A

Comment: N/A

Result: 3-4

Men of the match: Mendieta (Spain), Alfonso (Spain) and Drulovic (Yugoslavia).

Comment: Nice match! Both teams were playing good and both looked eager to win. Spain were extremely lucky in the end. I guess they're starting to play good now and well be a big threat to France. What a great match that'll be...


Denmark-Czech republic 0-3

Comment: N/A

Result: 0-2

Men of the match: N/A

Comment: Didn't see the match.


France-Holland 2-3 (guest tip by Torturah 1-1)

Comment: Well, this is filled in after the match, so (not the result though)... I thought Holland would be more motivated and win and that there would be lots of goals. Also, I wanted to see Hooijdonk, yeah...

Result: 2-3

Men of the match: Davids (Holland), Dugarry (France) and F. De Boer (Holland).

Comment: Enjoyable match even though France didn't take it as serious as Holland did. I hope they'll start playing at their peak now when the playoff begins. When will I see Hooijdonk? Van Vossen and Makaay but still no Hooijdonk, what the #"¤"#¤!?


QUARTERFINALS


Portugal-Turkey 3-1 (Guest-tip by Torturah 0-1)

Comment: Goodbye Turkey. Sure, they play well but they shouldn't have much of a chance against Portugal as they are playing right now. Portugal still have their old 
problem with the forwards but if it continues like in the previous matches there sure isn't anything that could make Turkey win this match. Perhaps that Portugal now has 
some pressure on their shoulders while Turkey hasn't...? Right now it looks like this match is the easiest to predict a winner from - Portugal.

Result: 2-0

Men of the match: Figo (Portugal), Nuno Gomez (Portugal) and Rui Costa (Portugal).

Comment: The most one-sided match yet I would say, Turkey were chanceless and Portugal could have won with a lot bigger numbers. They played great in every way and still looks as dangerous as before.


Italy-Romania 2-2 (4-2 penalties)

Comment: Romania have been impressing me over and over again, but it must stop here. Italy is a great team, a little underrated I think. Still I believe they will not impress 
everyone this match, not like Romania will. However, I believe Italy will win, either in the usual way or on disgusting penalties.

Result: 2-0

Men of the match: Nesta (Italy), Maldini (Italy) and Petri (Romania).

Comment: Romania was unlucky but yet deserved to lose. Italy was playing smart as always and even though Romania had a lot of chances it always looked like they had 
control over the match. Entertaining match.


Holland-Yugoslavia 3-0 (Guest-tip by Proge 2-0)

Comment: Wheeee, goooo Holland!!! Perhaps an optimistic tip, but that's what my heart says. I believe Holland really will show what a great team they are this time. Perhaps start a bit tense, something that soon will disappear and turn into solid teamplay. They will really play by their hearts for the first time. Bergkamp will not only assist Kluivert, he'll score too. Very intense match who will be nothing else than a pleasure to watch. Can I please see Hooijdonk this time?

Result: 6-1

Men of the match: Kluivert (Holland), Bergkamp (Holland) and Davids (Holland).

Comment: What can I say? The smile on my face just won't hide itself. I thought I was optimistic with 3-0 :)... My boys played exactly how they should play - perfect. The best player in Yugoslavia was Stojkovic I think. Bergkamp was totally fantastic even though he still didn't score, not that I care really... Kluivert's favorite moment in life so far, scoring four goals in a row? Let's just hope they'll continue like this now. And get rid of Makaay and Bosvelt please.


France-Spain 3-2 (Guest-tip by Proge 2-1)

Comment: What a great match this will be, perhaps the best one yet? Really high intensity with some ups and downs I think. Both teams may be a bit nervous. Zidane will be very important for France's success. Could go either way, it's hard to know exactly how good the teams are. France look like winners though.

Result: 2-1

Men of the match: Zidane (France), Dugarry (France) and Djorkaeff (France).

Comment: That clumsy Raúl... France was the better team and surely deserved to win. Zidane played brilliant. France looks to be strong and definately have the potential 
to win this tournament. Let's just hope they don't...


SEMIFINALS


France-Portugal 2-2 (5-4 penalties)

Comment: Very difficult match to predict. Not because I feel I don't know the teams well, but because both are so strong but yet so different. France has a better goalkeeper in Barthez (who's worse than Lama, by the way) and a stronger defence. The biggest battle will be on midfield. France have Zidane, the best player of the world in my opinion, while Portugal have Figo, Rui Costa, Concecaio and Pinto. Vieira, Deshamps, Petit and Djorkaeff/Dugarry aren't as good as them. Still, France have Henry and Anelka left, both great players... I believe it will be another great match with very high intensity. The battle on the midfield will be decisive as well as the efficiency of the forwards.

Result: 2-1 (Golden goal)

Men of the match: Zidane (France), Thuram (France) and Figo (Portugal).

Comment: Zidane, once again, played marvellous. Rui Costa wasn't really as good as he use to and hence Portugal's midfield wasn't as superior as it use to. I had my hopes on Portugal and I think they played good, but that France anyway was the better team - lucky winners as always, but still worthy winners.


Holland-Italy 3-1

Comment: Let's keep the optimism. Italy is one great team and probably have the best defence in the world. On the other hand, Holland has the best offence. If they keep on playing like against Yugoslavia - with all their heart - they will be unbeatable, even for a team like Italy. Both teams have great deal of pressure on their shoulders so perhaps the match will be a bit slow in the beginning. The best goalkeepers of the tournament facing each other, Van der Sar will be winner. And, ehrm, Hooijdonk please?

Result: 0-0 (1-4 penalties)

Men of the match: Toldo (Italy), Davids (Holland) and Nesta (Italy).

Comment: I was soooo depressed after this match, didn't say a word for a couple of hours, all I wanted to do was cry... and so I did. It's hard to write this... I gave up as soon as it went into penalties - Holland can never ever win on penalties. After having missed two already my hopes hadn't improved either... Holland was far better and actually played good - they just didn't score. Rijkaard's changes were very strange, I can't understand why he let Winter play when Hooijdonk is ready on the bench as a forward, probaby very motivated as he'd been rejected to play so far. Seedorf should have played from start. Italy had like 30% possession (reminds of when Luxembourgh is playing) and eleven players in defence. Well, it was a success so who can blame them?



FINAL

                                                            
France-Italy 1-0

Comment: France will be luckier with the scoring than Holland was, and at least score once. France should win this match, they're a better team. Italy probably will play a little bit more offensive this match but I don't think it'll help. France has better forwards, a better midfield and an equal defence compared to Italy. Italy has a better goalkeeper, and that's about it. A boring final with worthy winners?

Result: 2-1 (Golden goal)

Men of the match: Trezeguet (France), Wiltord (France) and Totti (Italy).

Comment: While watching the match I over and over again said that France would score in the end to make it 1-1. It felt so typical - France must have married lady fortune. And when Wiltord scored it felt right, so it did when Trezeguet scored that wonderful winner. I actually handed in a pool (Oddset-Toppen) with Trezeguet as the final scorer, it sucked that I was some minutes too late... Anyway, France was worthy winners of the Euro 2000 and Italy sure wasn't. Holland should have been in the final. Still, it was pretty difficult not to feel empathy towards the crying Italians...


As a conclusion I want to say that I enjoyed Euro 2000 very much - there were many great matches, smart play, good players and beautiful goals. The best player was Zidane, again. None of my teams had any success which sucked, but well, I'm pretty used to that... A way better tournament than Euro 96 but not as good as WC98 I think. I'm already yearning for WC 2002... is there something as wonderful in this world as a soccer-championship? Soccer is what makes life worth living!
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